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Students encourage voting
By David Twiody
MIGHT BIDDER NEWSPAPERS

IALLAHASSEE Ha. — Don't
tell Keneshia Grant that college
students don'l vote
The Florida A&M University
freshman stood In line at the
Leon County Courthouse on
Thursday with a couple hundred
other students, uniting for her
turn to cast an early ballot for

Tuesday's elections - her first ever.
At times, the diminutive Grant
had to force friends back into line
who were thinking of going
home.
"My relatives, my people, my
ancestors sacrificed for the right
to vote," said Grant, 19, of Fort
Lauderdale. "The least I can do is
fill in a bubble."
The students, mostly from

FAMU, participated in a rally at
the Old Capitol designed to both
encourage more people to vote
early and get more students to
the polls.
Chanting
"Count
the
Votes'and carrying signs that said
"We won't be tricked again," the
crowd gave off a 2000 presidential
election vibe.
But the students who marched

downtown Thursday said they
also were concerned with what
happened during the Sept. lOprimary, when human mistakes and
mechanical errors prevented
thousands from voting in Miami
Dade and Broward counties.
"I'm trying not to give up. It
means a lot to me," said Reginald
Wesley. 20, a FAMU junior from
Louisville. Ky.

WAR ON DRUGS

VOTERS DEBATE
ISSUE ONE
By Mary Beth White

L

REPORTER

The government sanctioned.
"War on Drugs" has been raging
for years, but Ohio's first counterstrike to the movement is on the
ballot today. If issue one passes,
drug offenders will have the
option of rehabilitation over
incarceration.
Issue one is a pro- •,>«•',
posed amendment
to the Ohio Stale
Constitution. I lie
amendment would \;<*U
offer non-violent dnig V
offenders
the option
of requesting job train
ing,
family
counseling and
drug-treatment programs instead of jail
time.
Representatives from the
National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana laws, or
NORML visited campu>
yesterday to give students Information
about the intricacies of
the amendment and the impact
passage could have for their
cause.
"We are involved in this project
because we are against The war

on drugs," Cher Neufer,
, President of NORML said.
NORMI. came to campus by request of a grad
, student who wishes to

Steve said. He believes that being
identified as a advocate of marijuana would have a negative effect on the way he is
viewed by his professors
and his students.
Steve and NORML
believe that a lack of
information is what per-

0»*>-

remain anonymous. For the'
purpose of this article he will be
referred to as Steve.
"I don't want to be identified
because of the stigma of drugs,"

-"•

9 petuates the
stigma towards
drug legalization.
"Inhibition never worked for
alcohol and it will never
work for drugs," Steve
said. The government is

attacking the problem from the
wrong angle he said. They need to
treat addiction as a medical problem and not a crime.
Issue one would be a step
towards decriminalizalion of
drugs but not towards legalization. Drugs would still be illegal,
but the penalties would change.
"Non-violent drug offenders
should not go to prison," Steve
said. "If this amendment doesn't
pass, I'm scared that Ohio will
never get another chance at drug
refonn."
There are many reasons that
Steve and NORML take this
stance on drugs, especially marijuana
Alcohol and cigarettes are legal,
and their effects have been
proven more harmful than marijuana's. According to the Surgeon
General's Report, Marijuana has
caused zero deaths, while alcohol
and tobacco cause a combined
550,000 deaths a year.
Secondly, they believe that the
drug war is failing because it
allows huge amounts of money
to be made in a black market
fashion instead of a govemmentally controlled and taxed manner, lust like in the days of prohibition, mobsters rule the trade
and commit much more serious
crimes than using drugs to maintain control.

By the end of the day, about
LOGO absentee ballots were I as)
ni the courthouse. Supervisor of
lie. uons Ion Sancho said he
couldn't determine how mam ol
those were cast by students but
noted that his office accepted 850
ballots Wednesday
"We're breaking records lefl
and right," said Sancho, who
briefly addressed the young

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI —Three people died of gunshot wounds
early yesterday in what police
said appeared to be a double
homicide and suicide motivated by jealously.
Officers responded to a
condominium after receiving
a call shortly before 1 am. that
there had been a shooting. All
three victims were pronounced dead at the scene,
police said.
"We have no reason whatsoever to believe this was anything other than a murdersuicide. We don't feel that
there is any assailant out and
about," police Capl. Vince
DeMasi said.
"We believe the motive in
this particular incident to be
jealousy," DeMasi said. "We
believe they may have been

questioning concerning the

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

America's Roman Catholic
bishops released the new draft of
their sex abuse policy yesterday, a
plan that would get molesters
away from children — (hough
victims say the process is cumbersome and secretive.
Worked out in talks with (he
Vatican last week, U.S. bishops
will vote on the changes a( (heir
Nov. 11 - 14 meeting in
Washington. If approved, which
seems likely, the text will then go
to the Vatican for final review.
After that, the niles would be
binding for .ill U.S. bishops and
dioceses.
The most significant changes
involve (he process after a pries(
is accused. Thai includes church

tribunals to hear the cases of clerics who maintain their innocence
and preliminary investigations
that bishops will conduct privateThe rewnte affects only rules
lha( involve church law, leaving
in(ac( many aspects of the bishops' policy — or "charter" —
approved last lune in Dallas.
The new plan won immediate
praise from the Rev. Robert 1.
Sik.i. president of (he Chicagobased National Federation of
Priests' Councils, which represents 27,000 of the nation's 46,000
clergy. He said "it is a good, strong
and. I think, effective policy that
protects our children but also is
clear aboul due process and
rights for those who are the
accused."

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

™

But David Clohessy, director of
Survivors Network of those
Abused by Priests, said the
changes "will enable abusive
priests to remain in ministry, and
unidentified, longer."
Susan Archibald, president of
The Linkup, a victims' lobby, said
the text is "a return to secrecy,"
which "perpetuated and fostered
the abuse."
For example, the review board
that advises the bishop in handling molestation claims must
work in a "confidential" manner,
and the mandate that the victim
be kept informed about his or her
case was deleted.
In the lune version, when a
"credible allegation" was made,
the priest was temporarily
removed from his ministry, fol-

WEDNES

lowed by an investigation. If guilt
was admitted or established, the
priest was removed permanently
from church work — saying
Mass, teaching at a Catholic
school, even wearing a Roman
collar.
Under the rewrite, an allegation triggers a "preliminary investigation." during which the priest
remains in place and his reputation is protected, apparently
meaning parishioners arc not
notified about the accusation.
If "sufficient evidence" of abuse
is uncovered, the Vatican would
immediately be informed and
the priest would be placed on
administrative leave.
Rome could handle the case
POLICY. PAGE 2

surprised."
Police identified the apparent homicide victims as
lennifer Duke, 19, and Nicklas
Tipple, 20. The third victim
was identified as Nicklaus
loyce, 23.
It appeared that a man and
woman were shot several
times in an upstairs bedroom
after the woman's former
boyfriend burst into the apartment, and the gunman then
shot himself, |x>liee said.
The kind of gun used was
not identified, but police had
no doubt the shots were fired
from the same weapon.
Michael Duke, the brother
of the female victim, told the
911 operator he used a cell
phone to report the shootings
from a bedroom closet, where
he had hidden, according to a
transcript of the call.

Medina County
sheriffs arrest
murder suspect
IHE ASSOCTAtE D PRESS

By Richard N Ostling

VOTE, PAGE 2

Jealousy leads
to homicides
in Cincinnati

MEDINA, Ohio — A 15year-old boy was arrested for

Church tackles abuse

crowd, explaining the absentee
ballot process and extolling stu•lenls'patriotic duty to vote.
The event, which featured its
own deejay, was sponsonxl by
People Ibi The American Way as
part of its "Anne with 5" campaign, designed to Lm rease voter
turnout Organizers described

death of a girl found slain in
her home.
Medina County Sheriff Neil
Hassinger said Sunday the
boy, whose name was not disclosed, was arrested Saturday
night, about four hours after
loLynn Mishne, 17, was found
dead in her Montville
Township home.
An autopsy was performed
Sunday at the Cuyahoga
County coroner's office for
Medina County Coroner Neil
Grabenstetter, who said the
victim suffered a head injury
from being hit with a blunt
object and a stab wound to the
abdomen.
Investigators and prosecutors planned to meet yesterdayto
discuss possible
charges. They were not seeking any other suspect.
The girl's father, Mickey
Mishne, found the body. He
said the boy was a school
acquaintance of his daughter,
who was an llth-grader at
Medina High School. He said

the boy had stayed at their
home in recent days.
"He was here under false
pretenses and under a false
name." said Mishne, who
declined toelaborate.
Police and sheriff's deputies
Saturday searched for a black
1999 Chevrolet Cavalier,
which was taken from the
Mishne residence. The vehicle
was spotted around 9:40 p.m.
at a Medina Township business.
Several youths were in the
car with the boy who was
sought, but the other were not
arrested.
"She was an expert in talking to two or three different
people on two or three different phones all at the sametime," her father said. "She
was very devoted to her
friends"
Medina High School
Principal leff Graham said a
team of teachers, counselors
and local clergy agreed help
students deal with the death.
Montville Township is
about 40 miles southwest of
Cleveland.
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First lady celebrates 56th birthday
By Scott 1MM
THE t S S 0 CI * IE D PRESS

DALLAS — The first couple
wanted to celebrate Laura Bush's
56th birthday yesterday "quietly
and privately,'' their spokesman
said, but their audiences at campaign rallies didn't get the message: Thousands sang "Happy
Birthday" from Iowa to Arkansas.
"I can't think of a better place to
roll over in my bed and say to

Laura, 'Happy Birthday," the
president told a cheering convention hall after thefirstrenditionin
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. They had
spent the night at a modest hotel.
It happened again in
Bentonville, Ark., where they
were
again
promoting
Republican candidates.
"That's one of the prices you
pay when you marry somebody
in the political process — when

OBITUARY
Amanda Anne Kruder, of Marion, was taken by the angels to
heaven on Thursday, Oct. 31,2002, at 10 am at Grant Medical
Center.
Amanda was a June 2002 graduate of Harding High School and
currently a freshman at Bowling Green Slate University studying
elementary education.
She was dearly loved and supported by her parents, George and
lanet (Hughes) Kruder, her brother, lason Knider, and her extended family, including great-grandmother, Cleo Gilmore; grandparents, Betty and 1 cuie Hughes of Marion; George and Louise
Kruder of Mount Gilead; aunts, uncles and cousins, Karen, Dick.
Brent, Amy and Brian Gorenflo; Peggy, Richard, Jeremy, Jenni,
lohn and Cody Word, Lesa Cobb, Sue and Bruce Benjamin;
Richard, Debbie. Elizabeth and Benjamin Kruder and Kathy, Kelly
and Kristin Vollman; and loved by Aaron Parker and the entire
Parker family and )en Williams.
Mandy was bom Nov. 14,1983. in Marion.
At Harding she was involved in symphonic band, marching
band, choir, Harding Singers, Rainbow Express and Rainbow
Classic, Women's Chorus, District Choir, All-State Choir,
Orchestra, all four musicals, including the female lead in" Where's
Charley?", Harding's Panoramas, cheerleading, National Honor
Society, Top 50, Student Council, DARE role model, Teen Institute,
Volunteer Initiative Program, ORB staff and Who's Who Among
American High School Students. She also danced 14 years at Edye
Cook's School of Dance. Amanda was crowned homecoming
queen for her senior class, was senior class secretary and also
president of Future Educators.
Funeral services will be held today at 4 p.m., at Harding High
School with Rev. Robert Huff and Rev. Victoria Powers-Smith offi ciating Burial will be 11 am. tomorrow, at the Marion Cemetery
for family and close friends.
Memorial contributions can be made to the Wesley United
Methodist Church, the Christian Assembly Church in Marysvillc
or the Mandy Kruder Memorial Scholarship Fund in care of the
Boyd Funeral Home.
Editor's Note: This notice was sent to The BG News by Boyd
Funeral Home in Marion, Ohio. The BG News is running the obituary at the request of the family.

your birthday's Inearl Election
Day, you have to spend it on the
road," Bush said. From there,
they headed to a fourth rally in
Dallas.
If the first lady longed for a different lifestyle, she didn't let on.
"It's just a fact of my life," she
said in an Associated Press interview, recalling the 1980 election
when her falher-in-law, Cieorge
II.W. Bush, was elected vice pres-

ident on her birthday. "It makes
for very exciting birthdays."

Asked whether the Bushes
planned a party, White House
spokesman Ari Fleischer said the
couple "tend to celebrate these
things quietly and privately."
The president bought his wife a
gift, but Fleischer wouldn't say
what it was. "That's super-duper
top-secret
information,"
Fleischer said.

Mrs. Bush took the singing in
stride, waving in thanks to her
audiences.
"Wry few people in the history
of our country will have been serenaded by as many people on
one day as perhaps will happen
today," Fleischer said. The same
no-plans plan goes for the
Bushes' silver wedding anniversary on Election Day.
Bush was trying to rustic up

some Republican congressional
leaders and their wives for a small
dinner and returns-watching
party at the White House. On the
guest list: House Speaker Dennis
Hasten. Senate Republican
leader Trent Lou, Republican
National Committee Chairman
Mark Racicol and Sen. Bill Frist
and Rep. Tom Davis, the leaders
of the GOP's Senate and House
campaign committees.

Students deal with absentee hurdle
VOTE, FROM PAGE 1

the rally as nonpartisan,
although there was a smattering
of signs supporting Gov. Jeb
Bush's Democratic opponent,
Bill McBride. as well as the ballot
initiative to reduce class sizes.
Once across the street, the
students stood in line, looking
over sample ballots and debating issues such as the class size
amendment and a proposed
count)' half-percent sales tax for
school construction.
Not all students got to partici-

pate, however. Several students
were turned away because they
were still registered in their
home counties.
"They were telling us on campus that we'd be able to vote,"
said Rod Owens, 20, who is registered in Duval County. "I might
just go home this weekend and
get an absentee ballot."
It's that extra hurdle many
college students face that helps
make them one of the lowestparticipating groups in the
country, said leffrcy Mondak, a
political scientist at Florida State

University. He said students also
tend to be apathetic about local
politics because they live in a
town for a only few years and
never develop roots.
"Somewhere in their mid-20s,
as they get jobs and especially if
they have kids, they start to pay
attention towhat'sgoingon." he
said.
That certainly applies to (he
two voter precincts on the ISII
campus, which generally lag
behind the rest of the county on
voter turnout.
But Sancho said the FAMU

campus precincts generally mirror the overall county turnout
figures. He said that might be
because those students are
inundated with the campus's
civil rights history.
Andre Hammel, FAMU's student body president, said it's a
question of being politically
savvy
"If we want to get better services from state govemment,"he
said, "we need to let them know
we're a constituency that does
vote, not just complains."

Catholic Church modifies its policies
POLICY, FROM PAGE 1

itself if "special circumstances"
exist, but in most instances
would send the matter back to
the bishop for a local church
trial. An accused priest would
retain the standard right to
appeal that verdict back to the
Vatican
As before, a cleric who admits
abuse could request removal
from the priesthood. A guilty
priest could also be removed
without consent, but only by the
pope. In addition, the bishop
has administrative power to

remove an offending priest from
active church work, though he
technically remains in the
priesthood.
The key section of the policy
on removing abusers says:
"When even a single act of sexual abuse by a priest or deacon is
admitted or is established after
an appropriate process in
accord with canon law, the
offending priests or deacons will
be removed permanently from
the ministry."
As bishops have noted in
interviews about the revisions,
the new plan puts back in place

church law's statue of limitations, requiring that victims file
complaints by age 28. It also
says, however, the Vatican can
waive that rule for "appropriate
pastoral reasons."
Clohessy said his group
objects to another provision,
that all bishops must now comply with any local laws on abuse
reporting In the old version,
prelates were to automatically
report all credible abuse complaints to police.
"They've gone from promising to report any allegations to
the bare minimum of reporting

when they absolutely have to,"
Clohessy said.
The revision also has become
less specific about the functions
of the review boards, which
"may include" advice on cases
and policy instead of requiring
(heir involvement. Also, the rule
that a board regularly review
each bishop's abuse policy was
deleted.
As before, the U.S. bishops
agree to review these rules two
years after the Vatican gives final
approval.
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URGE DONATION HELPS KENT REACH GOAL
(U-WIRE) KENT, Ohio - President Carol Cartwright
announced Friday that the Campaign for Kent State
University has exceeded its fundraising goal of $ 100
million eight months ahead of schedule after a record
$6.8 million donation from alumnus Bruce Ferrini and
his wife, Pamela. Ferrini's donation was the largest
cash donation in the 92 -year history of Kent State.

www.bgnews.com/campus
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The calendar of events is taken Inmi
http://evcnts.bgsu.cdii

8 a.m.
Lean Manufacturing: The
Executive Stmlnar
CEOs, COOs, presidents, vice presidents and directors can enhance
their skills as leaders, mentors and
teachers. They will learn to create
an environment that will embrace
change. The tools ot Lean
Manufacturing serve an important
function in an environment of
improvement. Fee.
Stone Ridge Golf Club
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Timeless: A Continuum of Art in
the Digital Age
Union Galleries
9 a.m. 6 p.m.
Campus Greens Voter Education
Table
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
LDSSA - Information Table
Union Lobby
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Apartment Issues
American Culture Studies students
will be distributing information
about apartment issues.
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Addressing the Nutritional and
Social Needs of Older Adults with
Mental Retardation and
Developmental Disabilities Within
Wood County
2002 Partnership Support Grant
Presentation Series - Bring your
lunch and join us!
The Mfomen's Center, \07Hanna

Hall
5 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Cub Scouts Popcorn Sale
Union Lobby

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Gregory Little Taxonomy: The
Body w/o Organs
Kennedy Green Room
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
N-SPACE
The exhibition features computer
generated artwork from SIGGRAPH
by some of the most exciting new
and established artists working
today.
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery
10 a.m.
Cage Sit
Sponsored by PUSH America & Pi
Kappa Phi.
Union Oval

6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
AAGSA Annual Reception
Sponsored by the African American
Graduate Student Association.
Olscamp 101A
6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Mid Semester Department
Informational Meeting
forTheatre/Film/Torensics students S, Faculty
Join us for our annual mid semester discussion. Learn about
upcoming auditions (Huron
Playhouse/Ohio Theatre Alliance),
productions and special classes

^B
^^^^^^

being offered in spring semester
with the Department of Theatre.
Learn about Grant in Scholarships
available for students. Auditions
are in the Spring. Sponsored by
Theta Alpha Phi Theatre Honorary.
Refreshments are served.
402 University Hall
7 p.m.
NAACP Talks Workshop
Union 315 - Anderson Meeting
Room
7 p.m. -10 p.m.
Auditions for "Pirates of
Penzance"
A joint production between the
Department of Theatre and College
of Musical Arts. Gilbert and
Sullivans "Pirates of Penzance"
Sign up for 5 minute time slot.
Required to sing one song of any
genre. Accompanist is provided. To
sign up for Nov. 4 audition time go
to office 1050 in the College of
Musical Arts. To sign up for Nov. 5
time go to board across from
Theatre office, 338 South Hall Call
back announcements will be posted in both locations. Show runs
Februaiy 21,21,28 and March 1
and 2. Script and Scores are available for check out in the Theatre
office for 24 hour period of time.
Call 372-2222 for additional information.
Kobacher Hall - Moore Musical Ms
Center

Ensemble
Free and open to the public.
Wildwood Metropolitan Park. Toledo
8 p.m.
Percussion Ensemble
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Amazing Stargazing
Amazing Stargazing & Saving the
Night (the joys of skywatching!)
multi-media show in the
Planetarium $1 donation suggested.
Planetarium, 112 Physical
Sciences
8:30 p.m.
Co-op Discussion
Are you a VCT student looking for a
co-op? Do you want to share a
worthwhile or poor co-op experience you had? If so, please stop by
the Tech Building to discuss coops with other VCT students. Learn
co-op search techniques and network with VCT students Pizza and
pop will be provided. New members are always welcome.
Technology Building. Room 127B
9:30 pm.
UA0 Movie: "Scooby Doo"
UAO presents FREE FALL Films! 3x
the fun! 3x a week!
Union Theatre
11:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Lesbian/Bisexual Lunch Group
Open to all women who wish to
explore issues related to their identity, relationships, families and
professional lives. Discretion and a
friendly welcome ensured. Meets
for lunch the first Tuesday of each
month 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
The Women's Center. W7Hanna
Hall

THE CAMPUS
BLOTTER
Friday. Nov. 1
Students will be referred to
sudent discipline tor underage possession at the Phi Delta Theta
House.
Complaintant called and stated
that the PED door at Rodgers had
been damaged
University police spoke to two
subjects who were arguing at the
Link, the subjects dispersed.
Subject at McDonald North was
refened to prosecutors office.
A gate at the BIM lot was damaged
A resident advisor reported that
the plastic box was broken off a
PED box in McDonald North. The
police advised maintenance that
they could recover the box from the
RA
There was a dispute between two
students in lot 6 and they are working it out
Pornography was found on a
computer in Kohl Hall
Chhstopher Buikett ol Fremont
was cited for speeding on Merry
Street. The court date is set for Nov.
13 at 8:30 a.m.
Marc Schaffner-Gurney of
Bowling Green, Ohio, failed to yield
his vehicle coming out of Lot D
sinking Erin Shirley of Maumee.
Ohio, who was traveling west on
Wooster Street There were no
injuries and only minor damage to
both vehicles
A student in McDonald West was
checked out by the Bowling Green
Fire Deptartment for an electrical
shock. He was not transported to
the hospital.

Two students will be referred to
student discipline tor underage
possesion of alcohol in Rodgers
A student will be referred to student discipline for underage possession of alcohol in Batchelder
Saturday, Nov. 2
Student dialed 911 by accident
in Kreischer/Ashley Upon amval to
the room, the officer found subjects
had been drinking. They will be
referred to student discipline
Due to the death ol a McDonald
west subject's grandfather, he was
directed to stay in his room and
cause no problems If problems did
occur he would be subject to arrest.
Subject was anested for disordedy
conduct while intoxicated and
placed in Wood County Juvenile
Center. A court date has been set
for Nov. 13 at 10 a.m.
Subject in Compton reported he
was getting hairasing phone calls
An III student in McDonald East
Hall was transported to Wood
County Hospital
Complaintant reported he lost
his credit card in the Union.
Complaintant reported that his
vehicle was vandalized while it was
parked in Lot 8
Sunday. Nov. 3
Subject fell on the ice and hurt
his ankle at the Student Ice Arena.
His father transported him to the
hospital.
A student in McDonald West was
transported to Wood County
Hospital by the Bowling Green Fire
Deptartment for stomach pains

7:30 p.m.
Music from Bowling Green at the
Manor House: Early Music

Senior Portraits Wed. -Fri.!
fvee\

seniors*

Nov. 6.TJ
fred
A free portrait session automatically gets your photo in the
2003 KEY Yearbook Senior Section.
And you'll receive four poses to select prints from, too!

Call the Key at 372 - 8086 to schedule your appointment now
Walk-ins are also accepted

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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OPINION

"Another fallen angel'
Angela toung. J Records' A&R coordinator, on D| |am Master lay, who was shot
and laOed near the New York neighborhood where he grew up.
(newwttkcom)

GUEST EDITORIAL I SARAH SACAN.VY, PRESIDENT OF UNDERfiRADUATK STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Why students should vote today
Just four months ago, the
Board of Trustees was
Forced to raise tuition for
returning and incoming students 14.4 percent and 18.7 percent, respectively from the fall of
2001. Although at first glance this
may seem like the administration is trying to stick it to us poor
college kids, the large increase
was the result of a six percent cut
to the University's funds provided from the state. Overall, the 13
supposedly state-supported
four-year universities across the
state of Ohio were cut $121 million —or $935 per student
"But the state was in a serious
financial crisis over the past
year," you may say. And you are
right. Ohio ended the fiscal year
in July 2002 withadefkitof$1.9
billion. The Ohio Constitution
states that the budget must be
balanced, and therefore, cuts
had to be made to programs
supported by the state. Cuts to

the K-12 budget were obviously,
and with good reason, out of the
question. So was a reduction in
the healthcare budget as prices
for Medicaid skyrocketed over
the past year.
That left the possibility of cuts
to a number of smaller-funded
programs, including higher education. However, higher education makes up only 12 percent of
the state's budget, and, in the
end, the higher education system accounted for 54 percent of
the cuts. In fact, the state now
chips in only $4,000 per year per
college student (40 percent in
the nation). What's wrong with
this amount? First, it's less than
the same figure contributed 15
years ago. Second, the state has
chosen to spend $23,000 per
year on each prisoner (1 percent
in the nation)! Instead of investing in the future of the state, the
governor and legislature have
chosen to allow an increase in
prison funding, and have made

the choice that each student is
worth $19,000 less than a prison^
er.
This is the case for how the
University is choosing to supplement the dwindling funds from
the state — but there is a much
more important issue at hand.
We, as citizens of Ohio (no matter how temporary) must make
our voice heard. The first step of
this vocalization is to vote.
Last year, several representatives from Ohio universities met
with state senators. While meeting with one senator, I asked for
the reason as to why higher education absorbed such a high percentage (54 percent) of the cuts
to the budget. The legislator
responded that the main reason
was those most affected by the
cuts — students — dont vote. In
other words, politicians don't rely
on us for their jobs, so we are not
a group they are interested in
pleasing.
lust look at how much you've

LKTTKR rOTIIi: KDITOli
A thank you
to those who
helped out
Even though The BG News
covered this detail, 1 am also
one of the eight victims from
the Oct. 16 fire at 835 2nd St. in
Bowling Green. As the only

international student, I would
like to thank the following parties for relocation help and support during this difficult period
of time: Fire Department, Campus Police, Red Cross, Sociology
department and numerous
warm-hearted people in sociology, Continuing Education and
International Programs, Best
Western hotels, Student Affairs,
Office of Residence I jfe

(Student Services), Chinese
Student Association at BG, my
host mother Patty Gillette and
long's Cleaning in BG. I still do
not know the identity of the
party who left some necessities
at the Best Western front desk
for me.
YUAHTIHG ZHANG
GRADUATE STUDENT

heard about prescription drug
costs over this election cycle.
There is a direct correlation
between senior citizens' high
voter turnout and government's
interest in solving an issue which
greatly effects the elderly. The
only way to gain attention for the
importance of affordable higher
education is to make politicians
pay attention to us. The first step
is to vote today.
It is so easy to vote. If you live
on campus and are registered to
vote (anywhere in Ohio) then
you can walk into Anderson
Arena tomorrow, change your
address to your on-campus residence, and vote on the issues
and political leaders that will
make a difference in your life. If
you live off-campus, you can
walk into the Board of Elections
(located at the Courthouse) and
vote — even if you aren't registered under your Bowling Green
address.
Educate yourself on the candi-

dates. They all have websites
which state their stances on the
issues — you can decide for
yourself. Races which will have
particular effect us on higher
education are those for governor
(Bob 1 al t and Tun Hagan) and
state representative (Bob Latta
and Scott McCarty). Another
important race for the future of
this community is for U.S.
Representative (Paul Gilmor and
Roger Anderson). The candidates listed first are those who
are already in office — pay particular attention to how they've
voted on issues in the past.
Undergraduate Student
Government and student governments from other state
schools will be working on plans
to ensure those elected in today's
election hear about the importance of higher education —
something I'm sure you already
understand. We'll be telling state
legislators that, on the average,
people with a bachelor's degree

earn $ 17,000 more per year than
high school graduates. We'll
remind the politicians that those
college-educated citizens go on
to pay more taxes because of
higher salaries, ensuring the
state budget doesn't fall into a
deficit like in the past two years.
In case they aren't convinced,
we'll point to states like
Michigan, Georgia and North
Carolina who have decided to
make an investment in higher
education recently and are
already seeing the benefits. We'll
quote the statistic that only 20
percent of Ohio's citizens hold a
bachelor's degree, placing us at
41 in the nation.
Please vote today. Not only will
you be reversing a decades-long
trend of student voter turnout,
but you'll be showing politicians
that you are interested in having
a say in the future of our state
and nation.

Where is common sense?
CURT
HARRIS
Opinion Columnist
Several years ago, I worked in
the Kresicher Sundial. It was the
first week of classes and we
were having a bit of a problem.
It seems that quite a number of
students were recycling, but it
seems they didn't have the common sense to distinguish
between "glass" and "glass that
should be recycled." Plates,
dishes and cups were being
thrown into the recycle bin.
Now, I'll admit that perhaps the
label on the recycle bin was
inadequate as it only said
"glass", but where did these students eat at before, where the
dishes were thrown away after
one use? One of the employees
shook his head at the situation
and said, "This just proves, you
don't have to be smart to be
educated."
It stuck with me, that being at
college didn't prove usage of
brain cells In fact, if anything it's
proved itself time and time
again. I find it absolutely amazing that people complain about
the luxuries we have on campus. I understand it's very
inconvenient for you that the
shuttle service won't take you
home from the bars on

Thursday night, but I do not
recall seeing where it was
required that the Shuttle Service
baby-sit you, let alone go off
campus, or where it is that the
University has to have a shuttle
service at all?
Then there's the complaint
about the high cost of tuition,
and the bookstore and everything else University related.
Prices high or not, a large
majority of these complaints are
coming from students whose
mommies and daddies pay for
their school. All these high
prices mean they don't have
enough money to go to the bar
every night, which is a tragedy
that put Romeo and Juliet to
shame. If complaints are going
to be made about high tuition,
the people leading the fight
should be those students who
work 40 hours a week so that
they can afford to take two
classes a semester, and maybe
graduate in ten years or less.
I am simply amazed that college students have such a difficult time functioning in the
world today. Need another
example? I got plenty. A few
1
veeks ago The BG News ran an
article about the Free Mugs that
the Dining Centers were giving
away to freshmen. A large portion of the article dealt with the
fact that students were unaware
they were available. What the

article didn't mention was that
there were two ads in The BG
News telling people about the
mugs, as well as table tents and
flyers in all the dining centers,
and if you needed a visual aid,
mugs were sitting by most registers. Then the article went on
about how people who did
receive the mug, didn't know
about the discount on beverages if they used the mug They
didn't know? If you have one of
these mugs, please take it out,
and look at it carefully. Do you
sec where on the mug it teUs
you about the discount? It's on
the mug!
In theory the college experience is supposed to prepare us
for the "real" world. How can
someone be prepared for the
real world when they aren't
aware of what they hold in their
hand?
We're college students. We're
supposed to be the leaders of
tomorrow and yet far too many
of us are so wrapped up in our
little world we fail to use our
common sense when it comes
to the world that exists any farther than three feet away.
Common sense is supposed to
be common. So everyone open
your eyes and take a good look
around, and if that's too much
work for you, the least you can
do is hold your free mug up so it
touches the end of your nose.

CARL KRAMB
AREA RESIDENT

JAREO MCVUI
JUNIOR, GRAPHIC DESIGN

"Yes, it's my duty."

"If I vote, so long to the
Intergalactic Barnyard
travelers"

PEOPLE
ON THE STREET
Are you going to vote
today?

KATI KEREKES
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION

"I'm voting yes to
support senior citizens."

CAITLIN MCDERM0TT
SOPHOMORE, UNDECIDED
"I would vote, but I am
not registered up here."

JACQUIJEDICK
SOPHOMORE,
GRAPHIC DESIGN

"Yes, I plan on voting."

SHANNON KOLKEDY, MANAGING EDITOR

The BG News Submission Policy
Do you agree with all of this? \*

doubt, it. Write us and let us know
where you stand.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR arc i,. IK k-ss
than 500 words. These are usually in
repose to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces

between 600 and 800 words. These
are usually,also, in response to a current issue on the University's campus
or the Bowling Green area.

PUCES
Letters to the Editor and Guests
Columns are printed as space on the
Opinion Page permits. Name, year
and phone number should be included for verification purposes. Personal

attacks and anonymous submissions
will not be printed.
Email submissions as an attachment to bgnewsts>listprocbgsu.edu
with the subject line marked "Letter to
the Editor" or "Guest Cohimn."Only emailed letters and columns will be
considered for printing. All letters are
subject to review for length and darity before printing.
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ANNUAL BASH BRINGS EXCESSIVE ARRESTS
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) — Police said the crowd was larger
and rowdier this weekend than in last year's annual
Halloween bash on Court Street downtown. Lt Jeff
McCall said 70 people were arrested late Saturday and
early Sunday, mostly on charges of public intoxication
and disorderly conduct.

www.bgnews.com/nation

NATION
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Columbine files
now open to public

L

By Robert Welter
THE ISS0CH1E0 PRESS
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BROKEN: The ventcal support members, the H-shape devices that hold the above-ground portions of
the trans-Alaska pipeline, lay broken uner the pipeline about 40 miles south of Delta, Alaska, after a
major earthquake on Sunday, Nov. 3, 2002.

Engineers inspect
pipeline after quake
By Dan ioling
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ANCHORAGE, Alaska —
Engineers inspected the Alaska
pipeline to determine the extent
of the damage yesterday after
one of the most powerful earthquakes ever recorded in the
United States knocked out some
of its supports and forced a shutdown in the flow of oil.
Sunday's magnitude 7.9 quake
was so strong that it opened
cracks 6 feet wide in roads and
rocked boats on lakes as far away
as Louisiana However, only one
minor injury was reported — a
woman who broke her aim in ;i
fall when she fled her home.
The pipeline, which carries
crude from the North Slope oil
fields, was shut down as a precaution, and Alyeska Pipeline
Service Co. spokesman Mike
I leatwole said Monday it was too
soon to know when pumping
would resume.
The giant conduit, about 60
miles from the quakes epicenter,
was not ruptured, but some
brackets were damaged, leaving
sections of the 48-inch-diameter
pipe suspended without support, officials said. Crews began
work on temporary supports.
The oil flow can be stopped for
maintenance or other reasons
without affecting oil shipments
because a reserve is stored in

tanks at the ocean terminal in
Valdez.
Oil analysts had little concern
that the pipeline shutdown
would dramatically affect supplies or prices.
'As far as affecting the world's
oil markets, it would probably
have to be knocked out a month
or more," said Ed Silliere, vice
president of risk management at
Energy Merchant IXC in New
York.
Aftershocks rattled the region
yesterday, one with a magnitude
of 4.5, and seismologists said
more could be expected for the
next several days.
The quake was centered in a
remote and sparsely populated
area southeast of Denali
National Park, 90 miles south of
Fairbanks, but was felt throughout much of Alaska. It cracked
highways and roads, triggered
rock slides, shook houses and
knocked over home fuel tanks.
"A charging brown bear I can
handle. This scared the hell out
of me," said Randy Schmoker of
Porcupine Creek. He watched
the ground ripple with a series of
8-inch waves. "They looked like
ocean waves."
A 150-pound anvil slid 20 feet
across the floor of Schmoker's
metal working shop.
State
Transportation
Department crews worked

through the night to make temporary repairs to roads, some of
which had gaps up to 8 feet deep
and 6 feet wide.
In the New Orleans area more
than 3,000 miles away from the
epicenter, the quake made lakes
ripple and sloshed water out of
pools.
At Mandeville, La., Carol
Rarcia, 47, saw boats bouncing
around and her own boat
banged against its dock. "One
poor guy across the canal from
us fell off his sailboat." she said.
I louseboats were shaken from
their moorings on Seattle's Lake
Union, more than 1,400 miles
south.
"This earthquake was shallow
and the energy went directly into
the surface and that is what
causes these effects so far away,"
said Dale Grant, a geophysicist
with U.S. Geological Survey's
National
Earthquake
Information Center in Golden,
Colo.

GOLDEN, Colo. — Several
months before the Columbine
massacre, a juvenile probation
officer predicted that teenage
killer Eric Harris would likely
succeed in life, according to a
report released Monday.
In the Feb. 3, 1999, report,
Harris said he entertained
"homicidal thoughts," but was
described by the probation officer as "a very bright young man
who is likely to succeed in life. He
is intelligent enough to achieve
lofty goals as long as he stays on
task and remains motivated."
On April 20, 1999, Harris and
Dylan Klebold attacked their
high school, killing 12 students,
one teacher and themselves.
The year before, Harris and
Klebold were arrested for breaking into a van and stealing tools.
They were ordered into a juvenile-diversion program, which
allows offenders to avoid jail
time and a criminal record
tnrough public service or other
options.
District
Attorney
Dave
Thomas, who released the
report, defended the probation
officers who dealt with the boys.
"I am not sure we can train
people to not ever be conned,"
Thomas said. He said the two
staffers who handled the case
have chosen not to comment.
A judge ordered the release of
the files for both teens last week.
Harris' family did not object, but
Klebold's family did, and his file
is being withheld pending an
appeal.
Asked on a questionnaire why
he had problems, Harris
checked
boxes including
"anger," "anxiety," "homicidal
thoughts" and "mood swings."
He wrote that he had "a short
temper, often get angry at almost
anything. I don't like people.... I
hate too many things."
Thomas said Harris' declaration of homicidal thoughts "is
not uncommon" for such teens,

Happy Tuesday.
Another day,
Another class...
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PREDICTION: Jefferson County District Attorney, Dave Thomas,
discusses the report on Columbine gunman Etic Harris at a news
conference in Golden, Colorado yesterday. Less than three
months before the massacre, a juvenile probation officer predicted Harris would have success in his life.

but officials in other states disagreed.
Mario Paparazzi, former
chairman of the New lersey State
Parole Board, said if someone
under his supervision had made
such a statement, "it would have
been very serious."
" I haw never had anybody tell
me that they had a homicidal
thought. I would think they
would fear that their officer
would absolutely ratchet up
their
supervision,"
said
Paparazzi, former president of
the American Probation and
Parole Association.

Thomas said only 8 to 11 percent of teens who go through the
diversion program commit
crimes after they are released.
Kandy Brown, whose son was
threatened by Harris after he
entered the program, said the file
was further evidence authorities
missed "red flags that should
have warned them of the potential violence."
Icfferson County sheriff's
deputies investigated the threats
against Brooks Brown, but filed
no charges.

LISTINGS
AVAILABLE FOR
•03 &'04 SCHOOL YEAR!
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great locations!
Furnished and Unfurnished Units

the roommate

,9<9 yo\j VCN»V^—A t?frViS HAS 11*
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Pick up your listing at the Rental office.
Everything is reasonably priced and we're
even open on Saturday

VARSITY LANES

M-F - 8:30-5:30
Sat. - 8:30-5:00
• across from Taco Bell •

$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT
Who:

Any college student

When: Monday - Wednesday,
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
On Mondays the entire center is reserved
(or college night. So no college student will be
turned away1
Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S. Main St.
Bowling Green OH. (3^2-5247)
What:

2 hours of bowling & shoes,
slice of pizza
& pop '

Price:

Only $6.00
per person
& drink specials

^
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I thought sharing an apartment with my best friend
would be fun. But like they say, you really don't
know someone until you live with them. UPS is
maiking it possible for me to afford paying the rent
myself. So no more missing food, no more missing
clothes and I can watch I want on cable. Brown
makes me happy.

Available Shifts
Day 11:30a.m. -3:30p.m.
Twilight 5:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.
Midnight 10:45p.m. - 2:45a.m.
Preload 4:30a.m. - 9:00a.m.

ON CAMPUS:
November 5th Career Services 10-2
November 12th Career Services 10-2
Sieve Eich def1sje@ups.com
www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer

APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE
NOW!
Efficiencies starting at $225
1 Bedrooms starting at $250
2 Bedrooms starting at $300
Furnished and Unfurnished Units

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL319ESTATE,
INC.
E. Wooster St.

(£>

Bowling Green, OH
Rental Office:

(419) 354-2260
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ASEAN fights terrorism
By David Ttiurber
IHE ASSOCUKD PRESS

PHNOM PENH. Cambodia
— Southeast Asian leaders
agreed Monday to jointly fight
terrorism after deadly bombings
in
Indonesia
and
the
Philippines, but complained
that travel warnings issued by
many nations were scaring away
tourists and hurting their
economies.
Instead of the usual genteel
rounds of golf and trade talk at
their annual summits, the 10
leaders of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations dealt
with the seriousness of new terrorist and nuclear threats.
They agreed with leaders of
China, Japan and South Korea—
who also joined the two-day
conference in Phnom Penh —
that North Korea should scrap
its recently revealed nuclear
weapons program.
"The fact that everyone
shared the same understanding
will be a big help in settling the
issue in the future," Japanese
Prime
Minister
Junichiro
Koizumi said.
Security is the tightest ever for

an ASEAN conference, with
5,000 military and police
deployed. Streets were barricaded around the conference site, a
glitzy hotel, to protect the 1,000
delegates — the largest international meeting in modern
Cambodian history.
ASEAN leaders hope to convince, the world that they are
serious about protecting the
region from a growing terrorist
threat. The bombings last
month on the Indonesian resort
of Bali killed nearly 200 people.
Separate attacks in
the
Philippines soon after killed 22.
"We must lake joint measures
to fight terrorism," Cambodian
Prime Minister Hun Sen said.
"We cannot allow the evil of terrorism to prevail."
Wealthy nations, including
Australia and the United States,
have responded with travel advisories, infuriating many Asian
countries who charge they're
scaring people away from safe
destinations and setting the
region up for more losses. .
"True, they were a reminder
for people to be cautious, but
one should not jeopardize the

good image of the entire region
or country," Hun Sen said.
The leaders acknowledged it
will he difficult to curtail terrorist
activity.
"We have been living in such
an easy, comfortable climate for
so many years," said Ong Keng
Yong, the incoming ASEAN secretary-general. "To get someone
to suddenly switch and get very
strict and look at every dustbin
and parked car is a different culluri' Id! us."
Indonesian
President
Megawati Sukarnoputri told
leaders about steps her governini'ni has taken to solve the Bali
blasts, diplomats said.
The ASEAN leaders urged Iraq
to comply with U.N. resolutions
and said the United Nations
should have the central role in
deciding on any enforcement
action.
ASEAN and China signed a
nonbinding declaration aimed
at preventing amied conflicts in
disputed areas of the South
China Sea, after failing for three
years to agree on a legally binding "code of conduct."
They also signed a framework

for future talks on an ASEANChina free trade area that would
have a combined market of 1.8
billion people and a gross
domestic product of at least $2
trillion.
Earlier Monday, China suggested to Japan and South Korea
that they also establish a threeway free-trade zone, and possibility the three agreed to consider.
As the summit opened
Monday, military police blocked
a dozen activists who wanted to
hand a statement to the delegates expressing concerns about
human rights. The protesters
were forced from the scene and
their banners confiscated.
"We are extremely disappointed," said Malaysian Irene
Xavier, chair of the Committee
for Asian Women. "Definitely
they are not interested in what
we have to say."
ASEAN, founded in 1967 to
strengthen regional economic
cooperation, is made up of
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia.
Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar,
Thailand, the Philippines,
Singapore and Vietnam.

Wanted:

Your Opinion
It's not too late to log on and complete the University Dining Services Survey!
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WRECKAGE: A man picks through the wreckage of an exploded
car. Six al-Qaida suspects were killed yesterday, including a top
operative of Osama bin Laden when their car blew up.

Germany suspects
bin Laden is alive
By Tony Cwczka
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BERLIN — Osama bin Laden
is probably alive and his alQaida terrorist network still
recruits followers in Europe, the
head of Germany's intelligence
service said Monday.
Western spy agencies also
have noted an increase in worldwide communications among
members of the terrorist network in recent weeks and
months, said August Manning,
director of Germany's Federal
Intelligence Service.
Bin i .ult'n and his top deputy;
Ayman al-Zawahiri, are suspected of hiding in the AfghanPakistani border area southeast
of the Afghan capital Kabul, he
said.
The United States has said it
does not know whether bin
Laden, who is suspected of
orchestrating the Sept. 11
attacks, is alive.
Manning has previously said
that
German
intelligence
believes bin Laden is most likely
alive and that al-Qaida remains

a potent threat despite the
destruction of its bases in
Afghanistan.
In his speech Monday,
Manning said al-Qaida's ability
to mobilize followers in Arab
countries and Europe "remains
relatively high."
A cell of the Sept, 11 allegedly
plotted the attacks while in
Hamburg and Hanning said
such activity remains a threat.
"We see that recruiting is going
on," he said. "We have European
centers that are still being used
for recruiting today."
German authorities have
increased anti-terror precautions since a speaker said to be
al-Zawahiri issued a warning to
U.S. allies to get out of the
Muslim world in a taped interview circulated last month.
A May 8 attack on a bus in
Pakistan killed 11 French engineers and an April 11 blast at a
synagogue in Tunisia killed 16
people, including 11 Germans.
Both attacks have been linked to

al-Qaida.

It's simple, your imput is valued, and at the end of the survey you can register to win a

DVD player, MP3 player, or a Palm Pilot!
Simply log on to MyBGSU
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and click on the animated link announcing the survey.
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This is the last week, so log on now!
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/dining_survey/survey.htm
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THE BOWLING GREEIV
COMMUNITY BRUNCH
Every Sunday the University is in session
from 11:00am - 2:00pm
at the Bowling Greenery (formerly the Pheasant Room)
Located on the Second Floor.

Extensive Lunch Buffet Includes:
Buffet Breakfast Hems Pastries. SatadBar, Caned Meats, Potatoes, Vegetables,
and an Assortment of Desserts Including our famous Coconut Crime Pie!
Display cooking In the dining room

Buffet Price:
S1A.95

Senior Cilixens & Students
$12.95
12 & Under
ib.95
4 and Under
FREE
Reservations recommended,
but not required Call:
•«... ........
419-572-4756
BGSU
STUDENT UNION
Cash, Debt Dining Select, BiG Charge, Department Charges, Visa,
Mastercard, and Golden Buckeye cards accepted!

we throw all kinds of

[obstacles] at you.
tuition isn't one of them.
Sheer cliffs, rope bridges, final exams. With obstacles like these in your way,
tuition's the last thing you should have to worry about. But if you qualify, you can
get a 2- or 3-year Army ROTC scholarship that'll help make life easier over the long
haul. Talk to your U.S. Army ROTC representative. And get a leg up on your future.

ARIVI Y ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Hours:

445 E.
Wooster
Bowling
Green, OH
43402
GREENBRIAR, INC.

Mon-Fri
9am-5pm
Saturday
9am-1pm

LISTINGS FOR FALL
NOW AVAILABLE
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506, 524 & 514 N. Enterprise
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
and many more apartments

Exceptional Scholarship Opportunities!
Call Now—372-2476

and houses

SIGN UP STARTS NOV. 12,2002

Check out our website at www.wcnet.org/-~gbrental

BG NEWS
BRIEFING

MEN'S SOCCER: AFTER 0-8 START, FALCONS EARN NO. 1 SEED FOR MAC TOURNAMENT. PAGE 8

Kicker Suisham
named semifinalist
for Lou Groza Award
Bowling Green placekicker
Shaun Suisham, who is 10-10
thus far this season on field
goals, has been named a
semifinalist for the Lou Groza
Award, the honor given to the
nation's best kicker each year.
The award will be given by
the FedEx Orange Bowl in
December, and there are 20
semifinalists for the award.
Suisham's longest boot of
the year is 43 yards, and he
has made 46 of 47 extra point
attempts this season, and 83
of his last 84 attempts.

TUESDAY
November 5,
2002
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Womerfs soccer hosts UB
Home game is
first in history

Again,
Cleveland
fans show
zero class
DAN GEDNEY
Sports reporter
Granted, fans do spend their
hard-earned money to attend
professional sporting events. It
can also be said that the fans, by
paying the ridiculous price for
tickets, concessions and whatever else they buy at the stadium,
help pay the athletes' inflated
salaries.
For these reasons, sports fans
definitely have every right to boo
a player for allowing a flyball to
drop in front of him when a little
hustle would have made an out,
or to heckle them for not running
out a ground ball or blowing coverage and allowing a big gain.
Fans should not be denied their
freedom of expression when they
paid good money to be there.
However, there arc times when
fans can cross the line.
An example of this occuned in
Cleveland four weeks ago during
a heated game between the
Browns and their nemesis, the
Baltimore Ravens. During the
game, Browns starting quarterback Tim Couch, who has not
lived up to fans' expectations this
season, went down to injury
early in the fourth quarter. While
Couch laid on the turf trying to
clear the cobwebs from a brutal
blow to the head that caused him
to suffer a concussion and leave
the game, fans in the stadium
began to cheer. When Couch
finally was able to get up and
walk off the field, fans began to
boo.
This is definitely a display of
poor taste. It is understandable
to be frustrated with a member
of your team because they are
not producing like you think they
should be. However, there is no
justification for being happy
when a player gets hurt. People
have given Couch a lot of grief for
crying over this incident, but
how many people would not get
upset when over 70,000 people,
people who you thought were
behind you, are cheering the fact
that you are injured and have to
come out of the game?
This was definitely an incident
that Cleveland Browns fans did
not need, especially in front of a
national television crowd on
ESPN. They were still reeling
from the backlash of the infamous beer bottle throwing incident last season, not to mention
the ugly scenes of fans tearing
the old stadium apart during
the team's final home game
before leaving for Baltimore.
There is definite frustration in
many Cleveland fans, but that
does not justify what took place
last month.
Cleveland fans are not the
only ones that are guilty of this.
About eight years ago on a
Monday Night Football game,
New Orleans Saints fans could
be heard cheering when the
team's struggling quarterback
— Wade Wilson — suffered an
ankle injury and was forced out
of the game.
Cheering and jeering arc all a
part of the game, but a little
class needs to be shown.
Professional athletes, while
highly overpaid and many
times very pompous and anogant. are still people like anyone
else. It just does not seem right
to cheer when you see another
person in pain.

BOWLING GREEN VS. BUFFALO
WHAT: BG s first-ever home MAC tournament match.
WHO: The fourth-seeded Falcons and the fifth-seeded Bulls (7-7-5).
WHERE/WHEN: BG s Cochrane Field, at 2 p.m.
By Zach Baker
SPORtS REPORTER

Chris Schooler BC News

MINE: Freshman Leslie Dawley pursues the ball against Miami. Dawley and her teammates
host Buffalo in a Mid-American Conference tournament game today at Cochrane Field.

If the players on the women's
soccer team were nervous in
their final practice before the
playoffs, they didn't show it.
The players joked around, but
were also focused yesterday as
they prepared for today's game
against Buffalo. Falcons coach
Andy Richards said he thinks the
team is right where they should
be emotionally.
"They have been loose and
having fun at practice, and that's
a very good sign," Richards said.
"We're are not overconfident, but
we know we can win."
Jill Conover said that while the
team is somewhat nervous
about the playoffs, they are also
very confident.
"1 think we're nervous, of
course, anyone would be,"
Conover said. "1 think we're
excited and we believe in ourselves as a team. I think we are
just going to go out there and
play like we always do."
Conover and the other seniors
are facing some extra pressure in
the postseason, knowing that
every game they play could be
their last in college. Tracy
Gleixner said that while the
seniors are going to miss playing
after the season, it won't affect
their play in the playoffs.
"I think everyone is just going
to go out there and do what they
can to keep the season going."
Gleixner said. "We are going to
miss certain things and be afraid
for it to end ..hut everyone will
work hard to try to keep it going.

Buffalo ended the season on a
three game winning streak The
streak included wins on the road
at Kent, and a home win againsl
Ohio, fhe Bulls finished the season with a 7-7-5 overall record,
and a 5-5-2 record in the MidAmerican Conference. An especially strong home team, their
only loss at home came when
they were defeated 2-1 by the
Falcons. Buffalo was only 2-5 on
the road.
Gleixner said she is expecting
the Bulls to come out aggressively, and perhaps be looking to
avenge their only home loss of
the season.
"Obviously they will come out
to win," Gleixner said. "They
have players on their team who
don't want their seasons or
careers to end, just like our
team. But I think as long as we
play like we can, we'll be all
right"
Richards said that BG will
need a strong performance
from everyone on the team to
advance to the next round. He
said that the depth of the team
has been a major strength this
season.
"What has been great about
the team this year is that all sorts
of people have stepped up,"
Richards said. "You don't know
where the goal is going to come
from, and you only need one."
Richards said the only player
who is not available to play
tomonow is Leah Eggleton.
The game will start at 2 p.m. at
Cochrane Field.

Swimmers drop two
conference meets
The swim team
absorbed two tough
losses in their opening Mid-American
Conference meets
over the weekend.
By Melanie Menz
SP0R1S REPORTER

It was a weekend full of tough
losses and a rewarding victory
for the BG swim team, as they
dropped their first two MidAmerican Conference meets of
the season on Friday to Eastern
' Michigan (226.5-73.5) and to
the host Rockets (209-91). They
then traveled back home and
defeated Cleveland State
Saturday (155-86). The weekend provided the Falcons with a
look of where they fit in With
the leading contenders for the
MAC Championship.
Toledo and Eastern Michigan
are two teams that are standouts in the MAC, so going into
this meet, Bowling Green knew
it would be a tough one.
Although they did not take
home any individual 1st place
finishes, some swimmers did
improve on their times. Senior
Kelley O'Hara took a thirdplace finish in the 200-yard

they did by winning 11 of the 13
swimming and diving events.
BG took 1-2 in the 1000 yardfreestyle with O'Hara winning it
with a lime of 10:46.34 and
Freshman
Betsey-Marie
Eskeland getting 10:57.36.
Humes took home two first
place victories with winning
the 200-yard freestyle event
and the 100-yard freestyle
event. Also taking more 1st
with a time of 4:11.30.
Co-captain Jessica Humes place finishes were Schultz in
took a fourth-place finish in the the 200-yard individual med1000-yard freestyle event with a ley. Freshman Tina Senstan in
time of 10:43.80, dropping the 100-yard backstroke and
almost 2 minutes off her time Senior Alissa Davis winning the
from last weekend. Agnew also 50-yard freestyle.
In diving, Bowling Green
competed in an individual
event where she took another swept the top three spots in
4th place finish with a time of both 1 meter and 3 meter.
1:07.90 in the 100-yard breast- Winning the 1-meter diving
stroke. Schultz rounded out the was Emily Hois with a score of
4th place finishes while also 249.52. In second place was
dropping 1 minute off her time Molly Peterson with a score of
in the 200 yard-butterfly with a 232.20, and Lindsay Hines
2:09.61. They might have rounding out the top three
missed the top three spots in with a score of 209.17. For the
these events but dropping time 3-meter diving it went Hines,
in swimming is always the Hois, and Peterson in the top
three also.
biggest reward.
The Falcons have a record of
On Saturday, the team took
on Cleveland State and added 2-2 as they go into Buffalo, NY
another win to their column. this weekend to take on Ball
After Friday's losses they had State and the host Bulls on
something to prove, and prove Saturday afternoon.

freestyle event and a fourthplace finish in the 100 yard
freestyle with a 1:56.74 and a
54.22. O'Hara dropped 46 seconds in the 200 freestyle from
the week before againsl Xavier.
She also led the lead off leg for
the 400-yard medley relay
event to another 4th place finish with Sarah Agnew, Dana
Schultz and Stephanie Buckner
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FINISH: Bowling Green's Patrick Maynard battles tor position
earlier in the season.

Runners place
eleventh, ninth
By Daniel Gidney
SPORIS REP0RIER

A mild upset took place in
the men's race this weekend as
Central Michigan, the No. 8
team in the nation, edged out
two-time defending champion
and No. 7 team in the nation
Eastern Michigan by one point
to take home the MidAmerican Conference championship.
The two schools combined
to place six runners in the top
10 of the 8K race. Champion

Central Michigan was led by
lake Ftynn, who took second
overall with a time of 24KB.
Gavin Thompson from runner-up Eastern Michigan won
the race with a time of 23:50.20.
The University of Buffalo's
leremie Slick (24:09.40),
Central Michigan's Tristen
Perlberg (24:15.70), and
Eastern Michigan's Ionian
Desilets (24:23.40), rounded
out the men's top five
CROSS COUNTRY, PAGE 9
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Schoenberger a hit for tennis
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORIS REPOIIM

Tennis, like most sports, is a
game of ups and downs.
Sophomore
Susie
Schoenberger knows this as well
as anybody.
After a freshman season in
which she was hampered by an
injured knee, she knows how low
the lows can be. But. a surgery
over the summer has brought her
knee and her game to 100 percent.
Schoenberger is the type of
player that likes to overpower her
opponents with crushing serves
and lightning quick volleys. Her
injury hurt every conceivable

aspect of her game, mental and
physical.
"Her freshman year, she had to
cope with adjusting to the college
game with an injured knee," her
coach, Penny Dean, said. "That
definitely affected her mental
approach to the game."
Schoenberger agreed that the
injury set her back a bit.
"The knee was a setback and it
slowed me down," Schoenberger
said. "Since the surgery, my footwork and mobility have
improved. My serve has also gotten better and I'm not giving up
points as easily."
While her knee hampered her
throughout
the
season,

Schoenberger also had to deal
with playing more talented competition.
After dominating her way to
state titles her final two years of
high school, Schoenberger found
herself playing competition that
was on her level physically in college.
"Susie is a hard hitter and can
smash amazing serves," Dean
said. "This led to short points in
high school. Now that she is in
college, she has had to learn to be
more patient and put more pressure on her opponents."
"1 had more easy matches in
high school," Schoenberger said.
"Now instead of facing a few hard

hitting opponents, every opponent 1 face hits hard."
Susie had a comfortable doubles life in high school, and the
times haven't changed much
during her college career.
She has found a worthy partner in co-captain Lisa Maloney.
"Susie is very good in doubles
competition; Lisa and her have
gelled very well," Dean said.
Tennis, though, can't be perfect. Maloney recently injured her
ankle and will be out for the
remainder of the fall season,
which will only last through this
weekend's Fall Mid-American
Conference Invitational.
This is just another bump in

Schoenberger's road that she will
have to travel over.
"I have no clue of who my partner will be this weekend,"
Schoenberger said. "I can play
with anyone though, I have a
good relationship with all of my
teammates."
Maloney's injury not only
changes things in the double's
matches for Schoenberger. but
her singles game will also be
affected.
While she is accustomed to
playing the second flight, the
injury to Maloney will find
Schoenberger competing in the
first flight for the first time and
she is looking forward to it.

"There is good competition at
the two slot, but I'm expecting
harder hitters from the first
flight," Schoenberger said. "I'm
just going to go in with confidence and try my best."
Schoenberger will get her
chance to prove herself against
each team's top player at the one
slot.
While she has seen downs
with injuries, and ups with her
recent play, it will be entirely up
to her on where to go from here.
"Susie knows how well she
should be playing," Dean said. "I
hope she continues to go forward and up from here on out."

Falcons end season
well after rough start
By liyme Ramson
SPOfllS RCP0RIER

Bowling Green's men's soccer
team ended the regular season
with a win and will try lo continue that winning streak in the
Mid-American Conference tournament where they are the No. 1
seed.
The Falcons played the final
two games of the regular season
at Cochrane Field and split the
weekend series, with a loss to
Michigan State Friday and a win
over Cleveland State Sunday.
Michigan State scored in overtime on a penalty kick for a 1-0
victory over the Falcons and prevented the Falcons from gaining
their first non-conference win of
the season.
"It was disappointing against
Michigan State. 1 thought we
played very well. It's a shame to
end a game on a penalty kick."
BG coach Mel Mahler said.
"That's the way the game goes
sometimes. 1 thought it was two
even teams and anyone deserved
to win but to lose it that way was
tough."
The Spartans outshot the
Falcons 21-12 and kept the BG
defenders busy. Goalkeeper
David DeGraff had eight saves for
Bowling Green.
Michigan State, a team that

improved to 11-6 on the season,
was able to stop any scoring
chances the Falcons generated.
Freshman Paul Seip's shot early in
the match hit the post and was
deflected.
1 Tie Michigan State goalkeeper
took a goal away from Adrian
Akpan when he blocked Akpan's
shot heading toward the top of
the goal and knocked it out of
bounds.
At the end of regulation, the
score was still 0-0 and in overtime
both teams managed shots on
goal. A penalty in front of the
Bowling Green goal resulted in a
penalty kick for Michigan State
and the Spartans capitalized.
On Sunday, the Falcons had
their last chance to win a nonconference game and they did,
rebounding from their loss to
Michigan State a couple days
before.
On senior day at Cochrane
Field, Cleveland State took an
early 1 -0 lead and maintained the
lead until the second half. After
the break the Falcons scored a
goal less than two minutes into
the half and scored two more
after that to break open a tie
game.
"For us to bounce back on
Sunday was a good display of
character. As Mark lassistant

coach Mark Dougherty] told the
team at halftime, 'There's no
opportunity to get better prepared for the MAC tournament
or any game than a game itself.'
We needed to use the second half
of the Cleveland State game to
work on getting better," Mahler
said.
Paul Dhaliwal scored from
within the Cleveland State box
when he intercepted a pass
intended for a Cleveland State
player. The goal was Dhaliwal's
team-leading fourth of the season.
Francisco lose Sanchez and
Ben Monnette teamed up to put
BG ahead of Cleveland State for
the first time in the match.
Sanchez passed the ball to
Monnette, who shot the ball from
the left side of the box to the right
comer of the goal at the 49:55
mark.
Dhaliwal passed to Seip, who
fed Deryck Freudeman for the
Erin CirwrBG Nan:
goal at the 6926 made
DeGraff had three saves after
Cleveland State scored their sec- BATTLE: BG senior Matt Martinka battles a Cleveland State player Sunday in Bowling Green's 3-2 win
ond goal of the game.
over the Vikings.
The Falcons outshot Cleveland
State 14-7 for one of their best some point production from our Mahler said. "Minus the first goal starting the season 0-8-0. The
halvesof the season, playing solid wide midfielders and Sunday was I think we played well defensive- Falcons improved their record in
the second half with a 5-4-0defensively and creating scoring the first day that three assists and iy"
three goals came from guys playAt the conclusion of the regular mark.
opportunities offensively.
"We have harped all year to get ing wide midfield positions," season, BG stands at 5-12-0 after

Ohio State takes over No. 2 spot in BCS rankings
By Andrea Szulszteyn
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Look who's No. 2 in the new
Bowl Championship Series
standings.
Ohio State, helped by a big
quality win over Washington
State earlier this year and Miami's
drop in The Associated Press poll,
has overtaken the Hurricanes in
the standings released yesterday.
The Buckeyes jumped three
spots and nudged past defending

champion Miami, which stayed
unbeaten while posting its
school-record 30th straight win
Saturday, 42-17 over Rutgers.
But the Hurricanes had to rally
in the fourth quarter, and that
cost them. Oklahoma remained
No. 1 with 2.04 points, while Ohio
State moved into second with
5.57 points, and Miami was third
with 6.01 points
The top two teams in the final
BCS standings released Dec. 8

will play in the national title game
at the Fiesta Bowl in Tempe, Ariz.,
on Ian. 3.
"We are proud of what our
young men have done to date,"
Ohio State coach lim Tressel said.
"But we know if we don't play our
best road game of the year at
Purdue, we won't be No. 2 next
week."
Ohio State has a 6.17 composite total, compared with Miami's
6.01. But the Buckeyes got a 0.6

This is a PARTIAL list of local elected officials who support
BILL DAVIES FOR WOOD COUNTY COMMISSIONER.
They serve you in your City, Township, Village and U.S. Congress.
Some are registered Democrats - some registered Republicans - some
Independents. More importantly, they share the knowledge that:
BILL DAVIES WILL SERVE ALL OF WOOD COUNTY.
B.J. FISCHER
Bowling Green Council
MARCY KAFTUR
Congresswoman

BILL DAVIES
For
WOOD COUNTY
COMMISSIONER

SARAH TOMASHEFSKI
Bowling Green Council
SANDY WICKS
Bowling Green Council

them to No. 2 in the AP media
poll. A component of the BCS
standings includes the average
of the AP media and coaches
polls. Miami is No. 1 in the
coaches poll, giving it a 1.5 poll
average.
If Miami had stayed No. 1 in
both polls, its poll average would
have been 1 — putting the
Hurricanes 0.06 points ahead of
the Buckeyes.
"1 can't be overly concerned

about what the pollsters do,"
Miami coach Larry Coker said
yesterday about the AP media
poll. "First of all it will be easy to
rate us if we don't play better.
The thing we have to do is make!
sure we get it corrected and vnw
the games. If we do that, the'
polls will take care of themselves.;
"I know that sounds like a bro-;
ken record, but I really believe it's;
true."
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Welcome BfiSU Stndmts!

Ensuring
'Quality Growth
and Development
in Wood County

8TSA«B0TfM
SALOON

JOHN MURA
Bowling Green Council
PATRICK NG
Bowling Green Council

deduction for a 25-7 victory over
Washington State on Sept. 14.
Miami has no bonus-point
deductions.
The quality win deductions
were added last year after Miami
failed to make the national
championship game against
Florida State following the 2000
season despite beating the
Scminoles earlier in the year.
The Hurricanes' struggles
against lowly Rutgers dropped

The Davies Difference
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After disappointing finishes, cross
country teams look to region meet
CROSS COUNTRY, FROM PAGE 7
These two powerhouses will
compose two-thirds of the AUMAC team — the top 12 finishers
in the MAC Championship race
— as they placed eight runners in
this group. Central and Eastern
Michigan were followed by
Miami
University, Western
Michigan, and Kent State to
round out the men's top five.
Mario Rothmund led the way
once again for the Falcons, placing 24th with a time of 25:17.40,
his second fastest time of the season. Rothmund came up short of
his goal of making the AU-MAC
team.
"Mario just lost focus mentally
and let the front pack get away
from him. He realizes his mistake
and is eager to race at the regional meet in two weeks," head
coach Cami Wells said.
Rothmund has really stepped
up and emerged as a leader on
the men's squad since walking
onto the team at the beginning of
the season.
"Mario has been an excellent
team leader all season long, and

really helped us get through this
transition year," Wells said.
The rest of the Falcon finishers
were: Patrick Maynard (71st,
26:50.10), Kris Lachowski (85th,
27:31.30), Troy Stiles (92nd,
28:11.70), losh Stucky (95th,
28:22.90), Phil King (98th,
29:12.20), and Steve Blasko (99th,
29:15.60).
Ed Slonestreet was a lastminute scratch due to a hip
injury. Phil King and Steve Blasko
were both still feeling the effects
of nagging injuries, which hampered their performances this
past weekend. Overall, the men
placed 11 out of 12 schools, which
matched their preseason ranking.
"We were hoping to finish a
spot or two higher and race
stronger as a team, but this was
the first MAC meet for the entire
team and it is invaluable experience for next year. This was a
transition year for everyone and
now we can start to build for next
year," Wells said.
On the women's side, the
University of Toledo, led by
Brianna Shook and Sara Vergote,
took home their second consecu-

tive title. Shook and Vergote
placed first and second in the 5K
race with times of 17:03.60 and
17:21.20 respectively. They were
followed by Akron's Adriana
Zalucka (17:33.70), Miami's
Andrea Kremer (17:37.70), and
Ball State's Stacey Ritz (17:48.20),
to round out the top five individual finishers.
The Falcons were once again
paced by Amber Culp, who
placed 22nd with a time of
18:21.7), her second fastest time
ever. This was also her highest finish in the MAC thus far, eclipsing
a 38th-place finish her freshmen
year. Culp was followed by Niki
Suitor, who placed 45th with a
time of 18:54.40. Suitor made a
big jump from last year, when she
placed 90th.
The rest of the Falcon finishers
were: Melissa Krueger (61st,
19:13.10), Nicola Viljoen (77th,
19:27.70), Sarah Lohrbach (82nd,
19:29.90), Cyndi Bostdorff (94th,
19:52.90), Elise Gould (99th,
2008.50), Leslie Carden (103rd,
20:27.30), and Brianna Killian
(105th, 20:40.60).
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Campus Events

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Come leam about the many education abroad opportunities available
to you in Australia and New Zealand! The session will be held Irom
3:3O-4:30p.m. on Thurs.. Nov. 7 In
1103 Ottenhauer West.
Call 372-0479 with questions.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S TRACK &
FIELD MEET. NOV. 19

LOST: Silver butterfly necklace
Silver chain & silver butterfly
w/crystals. Reward ottered.
Great sentimental value.
11419-494-6218
19-494-6218

.asms

Travel

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Hottest Destinations - Best Prices
Book Now! Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
-ACT FASTI Save SSt. Get Spring
Break Discounts!. .1 868 THINK
SUN (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626V
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
"AT LAST!! SPRING BREAK
IS NEAR"
Book today tor...Free meals, parlies
A drinks. 2 Free trips. Lowest prices.
Sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
SPRING BREAK 2003 WITH STS
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips earn cash Travel Free
Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849

or www.slstravel.com
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S SWIM MEET
NOV. 14
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S & WOMEN'S 3-PLAYER
BASKETBALL NOV. 13
SPRING 2003 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR SPORT MANAGEMENT S RECREATION MAJORS APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR
ON THE WEB & ARE DUE NOV.
26. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD
DEC. 2-3.

Credit Problems???
Need Money???
We can help!!
Call Today!
Toll Free: 1-877-523-2981

SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
S Padre 8 Florida Free parties,
lood & drinks! BEST hotels & LOWEST priceslwww.breakerstravel.com
(800) 575-2026

Think you're pregnant?
Know all tno lads
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Attention December Grads
A Seniors!!!
Career Foundations Provides
One-on-One Career Help!
Does Your Resume Sell You?
Do you know how to answer
the tough interview questions?
Can you talk about your
Accomplishments &
Importantly Potential?
Put our 17 years of Career
Experience to Work tor Youl
Career Foundations Can Help!!

Resume Development

Interview Premritlonr

Job Search Strategies
Call 513-755-3770 Today!

The women finished ninth
overall, out of 13 schools. This finish fell short of the team's season
goal of finishing in the top five in
this race.
"I think we could have done
belter. The course was a lot
tougher than we thought it would
be." Culp said.
The women's squad will lose
quite a few runners to graduation.
Wells knows that these athletes
will be sorely missed.
"We will definitely miss the
leadership of our graduating
seniors. They have been the backbone of this program since I took
over four years ago. They are all
excellent students and I have
never once questioned their commitment to the team, they are a
hard act to follow," Wells said.
Wells, however, is very optimistic about the team's future.
"Despite our losses to graduation I do feel we have a strong
core group returning next year,"
Wells said.
The next meet for the runners
is the NCAA regional meet on
Nov. 16 in West Lafayette. Ind.

'"Students ol ALL MAJORS-"
Are you seeking a career, internship, or volunteer experience in government or non-protit administration? Don't miss the GOVERNMENT, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION, S VOLUNTEER JOB FAIR
Wednesday. November 6. 5:30-9:00
p.m. 101 Olscamp Hall. Remember
to bring several copies ol your resume!

Management Inc.

Malone held
scoreless vs.
Supersonics
By Tim forte

IHE ASSOCIttEO PRESS

SEATTLE — For the first
time in 18 NBA seasons, the
Utah lazz opened an empty
mailbox.
Karl Malone, fighting a
head cold, got into early foul
trouble and went scoreless on
0-for-7 shooting in Seattle's
91-77 victory over Utah on
Sunday night.
It was the first time Malone,
second on the NBA's career
scoring list, has been shut out
in his 18-year career. He
couldn't remember ever
putting up a goose egg, period.
"High school or junior high,
whatever," The Mailman said.

Learn about the opportunity and experience available through NonProlit Organizations at the GOVERNMENT, NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION, ,\ND VOLUNTEER JOB
FAIR, November 6, 5:30-9:00 p.m.,
at 101 Olscamp Hall F/T positons-lnterships-volunteer opportunlies.
Nov. 6 ladies 18 & over come in to
Nate & Wallys (or a good time &
possibly $100 prize! Nate & Wallys
needs 3 ring girls lor championship
fighl for Nov. 23 S100 each girl,
11p.m. Call 353-3209.

Important Public Service Notice!

"If you stay around long
enough in this game, you'll
have a lot of firsts. Sometimes,
things just happen, but you
have to give them a lot of
credit."
In other games Sunday, the
Los Angeles Lakers beat
Portland 98-95 in overtime.
Miami topped Sacramento
88-78. and the Los Angeles
Clippers edged Detroit 74-72.
Malone, who got his nickname at Louisiana Tech
because he always delivered,
has averaged 25.6 points in
his NBA career. He's a twotime league MVP who, along
with lohn Stockton, helped
the lazz reach the NBA Finals
in 1997 and 1998.

Wanted

Wanted

1 or 2 Female Subleasers Needed
ASAP until May 31. Call Kelly
at 419-308-7711 or 419-373-6024

2 Subleasers wanted
Immediate availability. S210Vmo.

2 Subleasers needed Spring
semester. 2 bdrm., 1 block
Irom campus. Call 352-7903

Close lo campus 585-414-0527
or 440-570-7995
Female subleaser needed for
January- May. 3 bdrm. apt.
353-4126
Female subleaser needed.
Spring semester.

Call 353-3834

Every college maior interested in
working in LAW ENFORCEMENT or
CORRECTIONS should not miss
the GOVERNMENT, NON-PROFIT
ORGANIZATION. AND VOLUNTEER JOB FAIR, November 6,
5:30-9:00 p.m., 101 Olscamp Hall.
For more information, contact the
BGSU Career Center.

CLIP S SAVE

OFFICIAL
WOOD COUNTY DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

SAMPLE BALLOT
-■■t.i,,i*. »•»!«
IKII

U4 111. r.bin

For The Ohio General Election-Tues , Nov. 5, 2002
6:30am -7:30pm

YOU MAY LEGALLY TAKE THIS
SAMPLE BALLOT WITH YOU INTO
THE POLL WHEN YOU VOTE!

TIMOTHY F. HAGAN
CHARLETA B. TAVARES
for Governor/ for Lt. Governor of Ohio
LEIGH HERINGTON
for Attorney General of Ohio
HELEN KNIPE SMITH
for Auditor of State of Ohio
BRYAN FLANNERY

Management Inc.

NOW OPEN

KARL MALONE. UTAH JAZZ FORWARD

Personals

• IF YOU ARE A REGISTERED
VOTER ANYWHERE IN OHIO; AND
Will Start Renting
for Next Year
November 1st

"If you stay around long enough in this
game, you'll have a lot of firsts.
Sometimes, things just happen...."

Currently Reside in Wood County; and
• Have not voted elsewhere.

YOU CAN VOTE!

for Secretary of State of Ohio
MARY O. BOYLE
for Treasurer of State of Ohio
ROGER C. ANDERSON
for U.S. Congress-5th District

IlilKdalc Apt. 1082 Fairvicw.
2 Bdrms - A/C
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal
Baih & 1/2 - Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Call 353-5800

SCOTT R. MCCARTY
for Ohio House of Representatives-6th District
WILLIAM A. DAVIES

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E Poe
Efficiencies - Laundry on site
Call 353-5800

,JtlEgCA
Management Inc.

Willow House Apt 830 4ih Si
I Bdrm - A/C

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Call 353-5800

1/ At your local Wood County Polling Place Today
6:30am to 7:30pm
|2/ At the Wood County Board of Election, One
Courthouse Square, BG, Today from 8:30am4:30pm; or
3/ At Anderson Arena, BGSU Today,
6:30am-?':30pm.

2 Bdrm. - A/C
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Close lo Downtown

www. woodcodemocrats. org.

Call 353-5800

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

TIM BLACK
for Ohio Supreme Court Justice
JANET R. BURNSIDE
for Ohio Supreme Court Justice
CHARLES S. WITTENBERG
for 6th District Court of Appeals
ARLENE SINGER

Management Inc.
Graceland, 208 Church St.

for Wood County Commissioner

for 6th District Court of Appeals
JIM BISHOP
for State School Board-2nd District

Paid for by BGSU College Democrats; Hannah Kemp. President; Sara Kureinski. Treasurer.
Bowen-Tlwmpson Student Union, Bowling Green Stale University 43403

ww w. woodcodemocrats. org
Paid for by Wood Cowry DraocnUc Parry. Allen R Baldwin. Chan. P O Boa TOT.
Bo.lini Grt*n. (Ml 4*401-0707 •TfJ:4l9-3S2-T)6T Pu 4I»-)J>-»TT

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

10 Tuesday, November 5,2002

Wanted

Help Wanted

GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS'! INTRAMURAL ADVISORY
BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR
SPRING 03 ARE BEING ACCEPTED THROUGH DEC 2 APPLICATIONS ARE AVAIL IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE WEB
INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED. ON A
FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE BASIS & WILL BE HELD DEC. 5 & 6.

Riverview Industries has a fob opening for a Special Sen/ice Manager.
Duties include: supervisory, habitation and supported employment
management, working with people
with disabilities. Bachelors degree,
experience preferred Team environment, rewarding career, salaried position, benefits. Send resume to:
Riverview Industries. Inc. 8380 W.
State Route 163. Oak Harbof, OH
43449.

Heinzsite Apts , Female Sub*—or
needed ASAP of for spring semester Close to Campus. Call 214-5639
Subleasor needed spring semester
2 bdrm., furnished apt. across
from campus 353-2891

Help Wanted

TBUGREENiChEMUAWN is currently looking for energetic candidates who seek to make good money while improving their communication skills through telephone sales
-Makeup to$15an hour'l
-$200 sign on bonus!!
•No experience necessary!!
-Work in a fun environment with fun
people!!
•Full and pan-time positions available!!
-No cold calling-leads are provided!!
-Give us a call-well talk to everyone!
Call Kris at (419)fiZ4.-5QQ4 or fax resume to (4191874-7107 to see how
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN can help
you further your career!!
S250 a <Jay polynia! cartond 'ij
Training provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
$45/day Paper sub needed.
11/27. 29 & 30. 1-6pm Need
reliable car. Paid training. 352-4636
Are you in debt? Need money fast?
Quick approval. Good or bad credit
accepted. Toll free 1 888-244-2478

Bourco Water Socialist WSOS
Community Action Commission, a
community based organization focused on the human service needs
of the disad vantaged. is seeking a
qualified individual responsible for
the implementation of the Karst Unified Water Protection Plan, Source
water protection inventories as well
as coordinate and facilitate public
meetings, recruit volunteers in the
community to carry out action plans.
coordinate public relations activities
to raise awareness of source water
issues, and develop a fundraising
campaign for continuation of the
program. Bachelor's degree from
four-yr. college or university; or one
to two yrs. related experience and/or
training; or equivalent combination
of education and experience. Year
round, Full-time, Salary position with
exoeilent benefits. Send resume to
WSOS CAC, Attn: HR-SWS/CD/MC,
PO Box 590. Fremont, OH 43420.
Affirmative Action EmployerM/F/Vet/Disab.

For Sale

1982 Volkswagon Vanagon Diesel.
Unbelievable cond. lor an '82. Rebuilt engine, well taken care of.
$3700. Call 308-5266.
1990 Chevy Lumtna $1500 OBO.
New brakes. Well maintained.
419-533-9959

Bartenders needed. No experience
necessary Earn up to $300 a day.
1-866-291-1884 ext U112

1991 Red Suzuki Swift. Great condition. Runs well, new tires. Asking
$1000 080. Call (419) 352-5056.

Help Wanted Experienced evening
bartenders needed for Bowling
Green restaurant/bar. Please call
419-494-1567 for an interview

For Rent

Marketing Associate. Local investment advisory practice looking for
an individual who is self-motivated
with excellent verbal skills lor telephone-based marketing NO direct
selling. Position wilt provide right
person with excellent opportunity to
grow and learn an exciting industry
the right way Competitive hourly
wage. Fax resume to 419-891-2281
if interested.
Nutrition Aide WSOS Community
Action Commission, a community
based organization focused on the
human service needs of the dtsadvantaged, is seeking a qualified individual responsible for transporting &
serving meals &/or snacks & for
maintaining a sanitary environment
for food & storage for the Perrysburg
Center. Required HS Diploma or
GED & early childhood experience.
Seasonal, pt time, avg.25 hrs/wk,
$7.607hr position. Send resumes to:
WSOS. Attn: HR-NA/PC/NP. PO
Box 590. Fremont, OH 43420. Affirmative Action Employer
M/F/Vet/Disab.

"First or second semester
apartment leases avail. Also rooms
avail, now. Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
"Next school yr '03-04 house & apt.
listings avail. Located 24/7 at 316 E.
Merry »3 or will mail them. All next
to campus Call 3f>3 0325 9am-9pm
1 subleaser Jan -May Univ Cis lor
large 2 bdrm apt. $262..507mo. plus
elec. 352-1554
2 bdrm. apts. available m serene
park-like setting. From $500 mo.,
includes appliances, heat, &
refurbished entries.
Bowling Green Village
419-352-6335
2 bdtm house Subleaser (or spring
semester. 1 block from campus. Call
419-494-9638.
2 bdrm large apt furnished. A/C,
quite building, close to campus.
$720/mo. & eletric. Call 352-1104.

Panama City Beach
South Padre Island • V.iil
Steamboat • Daytona Boach
Brec ken ridge

icParty

Meals
Happy/Hoi

.Parties

1.800.SUriCHASE «
www.sunchase.com

The Daily Crossword Fix

BRAND NEW APT © Sterling, on
Napoleon. Immediate Occupancy or
move in 2nd semester. Furnished,
ind. Washer/dryer, pool, hot tub, fitness & computer ctr, air co. and
parking No Deposit Take over
lease thru May 2003. $355/mo. Will
pay share of utilities until Dec 31
and rent free until Jan. 1. $100 Cash
Bonus if signed by Jan. 1. Call 419346-3486.

Open Mic
@ the
Black Swamp Pub
Thursday
Nov. 7th 8-10 pm
Bfing your talent to the
pub for 5
minutes of fame.
For more Info call
Afwandi at
372-4409

I Rough water
2 Embellished
3 Justification
4 Raw material
5 Summer hrs. ki
Denver
6 Home of the Norse
gods
7 Earnest request
8 Colonial notable
9 Tennis do-over
10 Cure starter?
II Road fare collectors
12 For the birds?
13 Old as new again
14 Rendezvous
20 Mediocre grade
23 Emulate Picabo
Street
24 According to
25 Unemployed
26 Draft choice
28 River romper
29 Type of bran
32 Uses the transporter
33 Free from blame
34 Warship

Female subleaser needed in
Campbell Hill Apts for spring
semester. Call 419-353-2840
Fully furnished efficiency. $455 for
1 person. Monthly leases, includes
•I! utilities, cable, phone. Can
Buckeye Inn A Studios. 352-1520
Houses & Apts. for 2003-2004
school yr. 1-4 person homes avail.,
12 mo. leasee only. Stove Smith
419-352-8917. No calls after 8pm.
Listing at 532 Manville Ave Office

ACROSS

Jay.- Mar. 8th & High. 2 bdrm. apt
$550/mo. + gas & electric. Full
kitchen, bath, & closet space.
419-354-^036
Male has furnished rm for rent
w/freedom of house. $200 dep,$250
rent. No other bills. 419-354-6117.
New Heinzsite 1 bdrm. apt now
ac/ht, vltdceiling, new appl., wknclst.
only$410/mo plus ull. at 353-5800.

1
6
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
25
27
30
31
35
36
38
39
42
44
47

Now Renting 2003-2004
800 3rd S1.-1 or 2 bdrms.
616 2nd St.-I or 3 bdrms. & effic.
133 N. Church-2 bdrms.
137 N. Church-1 bdrm.
For more info call 354-9740
Rm. for reni. avail. Jan. 1-May 31 or
longer. $350 mo. All util. includ.
Shared kitchen, AC. w/d, phone, 10
mtn. from campus. Call 352-9542.
Small 1 bdrm apartment. 402 1/2
E. Court. $330/plus utilities
Steve Smith 419-352-8917

PC drive teed
Fruity confection
Listened to attentively
Slumber party
Two quartets together
Refinement
Luau staple
James of "The Godfather"
"I Remember Mama"
character
Flourish
Answer to an accusation
Dandy of song
One of a flight
Having ability
Reef predator
Coffee concoction
River of Devon
Barely good enough
Philippines machetes
Hidden influence
Take stock of

50
51
52
54
55
58
60
61
62
63

Person on the lam
Tree trunk
Feathered mimic
El Dorado quest
Unnamed
Orderly arrangement
Evita or All, for example
Montana city
1969 Peter Fonda flick
Al or Bobby of
auto racing

Striplings
Lunched
Majestic
Young followers?
Subscription form:
abbr.
pro nobis
Thurible
Dos Passos trilogy
Slack off
Actress Braga
Casino staples
Emotional condition
Tree-trimming time
Beatles song,"
Blues"
Med. procedure
Dhabi
Operate

43
45
46
47
48
49
52
53
56
57
58
58
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The inability to
stop spelling
'banana'
once you've started.

Sterling Univ. apt. avail. Female
roomate needed Jan.-Aug. '03. If interested please call 419-353-1506
Sterling Univ. Apt. avail. Jan- Aug.
Rent $345/mo. Awesome view.
Call Brian 419-353-5947
Subleaser needed ASAP. For Jan.
03-May. Now apt., fully funished.
One block from campus. N. Enterprise. Call Mike 353-3892.
Subleaser needed Jan-May. furnished efficiency. Across from campus.
Call 419-308-5875.
Subletter wanted. Immediate availability. We're having a baby & moving
to a bigger place. 1 bdrm., 314 N.
Main, $375 mo., dbl. occupancy.
Call days 419-352-4659/Jane ,419353-6979 eves.
The Highlands 220 Napoleon Rd. 1
bdrm. apt. $395 mo. plus elec.
AVAILABLE now. Full kitchen &
bath, new carpet & windows. Lots of
closet space & laundry on site.
(419)354-6036.
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Bahamas Party

Cruise $299
Cancun $459
S Off - Mo« Hull - Irm Partm - Indudas Taaaa

7 N4M1 1 Air ft total - rrM *oo4 IHHrtol Dnnki

445 L Woester St
lowtmq Green, OH
4J402

In
tam-Spai
Saturday

Jamaica $469|
' M«Ms 1 Ah ft HoM - II Ham of Drtnti

www.SnrJngBrcakTravel.com

1-800-678-6386
NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

Semester Leases Available
1,2 and 3 Bedroom apartments

m

NEON NAILS
Student Discounts
Full Sets $28
Fills $18
Introducing:
healthy tan airbrush tanning $19,

Hours
Mori., Wed., Fri. 10am - 8pm
Tues. 10am - 4pm
Sat. 9am - 5pm

fO* ItSCIVATIONS

h

36
37
40
41
42

Rnananany:

Spring Semester Rentals Available
Good selection & good locations.
Call John Newlove Real Estate
Rental Office. 354-2260

2 bedroom., furnished.
1 block from campus.
352-5239

WINTER/SPRING

lOverJliarfies

For Rent

Call for appointments • 354-8525

419-353-2277

OUTBACK
STEAKHOUSE®

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top. wages
V Flexible Hours .
V Paid Vacations
V HciiitlVDerilal
N:

Insurance
Employee Slock
Option Plan'

are ]us! a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!
Apply In person ^
Mon. - Frl. 2-4J8
401 W. Dussel Koad
Maiimee, OH 43537
(Just a few minutes from B0!
Take 1-47JW to Oimel-lurn right.)

QUALITY ASSURANCE TECH
Greenline Produce Co, a rapidly growing produce
manufacturing company based in Bowling Green, is
seeking a full time second shift (3:00 to 11:30 pm)
QUALITY ASSURANCE TECH.

s-T\A^srr SPERMS
"All Day, Everyday"
Mon:
11am-1:30am
Tues: 11am-1:30am
Wed: 11am-1:30am
Th-Sat:11am-3:00am
Sun:
11am-1:30am

Bowling Green's newest laundromat
located at 111 Railroad street. Next to
Kinkos and behind Myles Pizza Pub
New Kiytig washers and diyeis
A,r Hockey and Pool ladles

' LMftTVs
Osan 24 hours

Well lighted with securityc

Late night specials

Check out our in store video at
WWW.LMARIES.COM

:

(papa)

No quartern needed

Snack machines

i

,

, ,

1 Large
Item

cash, checks

*i-f1r

Responsibilities would include performing analysis on
the product and the process to ensure quality
specifications are met. Trouble shoot customer
concerns and execute product trouble reports. Maintain
effective communication and uphold the company's
high standard for quality.

,

Qualified candidates win have education or experience
with lab procedures aloi Q with strong motivational and
teamwork skills. Qualified candidates please submit
resumes with stated position and salary requirements
to Greenline Produce Co, Attn: Human Resources,
12700 South Dixie Hwy, Bowling Green, OH 43402
Greenline Produce Co. is and equal opportunity employer.

